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Woman, reborn to freedom, will amount to general liberation, enlightenment and
justice in all upper and lower institutions of society. This will convince all that peace,
not war, is more valuable and is to be exalted. Woman’s success is the success of
society and the individual at all levels. - Abdullah Öcalan
The book includes contributions from people who stand in solidarity with the Kurds
and who have written poetry inspired by their own involvement with and experiences
of working alongside the Kurdish struggle.
Poetry is as basic as breathing. All civilisations throughout history and across
continents have produced their own poems, just as they have created music and visual
art. Poetry is a product of our creativity and a weapon in the political struggle too.
Words carefully composed and crafted become vital expressions of our common
humanity and each poem is a discrete example of our common aspirations. Each one
of these poems symbolises a declaration that we exist, we are alive, we have a voice
and we will be free.
You can't separate peace from freedom because no one can be at peace unless he has
his freedom. - Malcolm X
Poetry is our chosen means of conveying our exploration of the profoundest questions
about the plight of humanity, our society, our shared world, our mutual aspirations
and our common dreams.
We thank all those who have contributed to this volume. We thank them for sharing
their ideas and deeply felt feelings on this vital theme of struggle for freedom that
unites us all. We hope you will enjoy reading these poems and will be suitably
inspired. Thanks finally to the Kurds who have inspired us all.
The Editors: Estella Schmid, David Morgan
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Simon Dubbins - Introduction

A short note from

FREEDOM FOR ÖCALAN – THE TIME HAS COME

JAMES KELMAN

This book of poetry is a wonderful act of solidarity and expression of love and
humanity towards a man who has moved and inspired millions in their search for
peace, justice and equality. That Abdullah Öcalan still remains in solitary confinement
after spending 20 years in prison, and that he is denied even the basic access to his
lawyers or family, is nothing other than an act of medieval barbarity. Those western
governments that espouse democracy, human rights and the rule of law, but who have
ignored this crime and engaged with successive Turkish governments despite their
appalling treatment of Mr Öcalan should hold their heads in shame.

Abdullah Öcalan is a hero to millions of people around the world. In the face of the
most dreadful hardship he has kept alive the hopes of the great Kurdish diaspora, that
one day justice will be done, and freedom taken. This ‘freedom’ is simply the right to
exist as a people, and with as infinite a number of beliefs, hopes and dreams as any
other nation. To the eternal shame of the international political establishment Öcalan
remains in prison after twenty long years, prisoner of the Turkish State and under
sentence of death. He is the symbol of Kurdistan itself, in thrall, captured but
undefeated, as strong in spirit as humanly possible, daring to dream, continuing to fight.

By jailing Mr Öcalan on an inaccessible island and surrounding him with 1000
soldiers the Turkish state does nothing but demonstrate its fear and loathing for the
ideas of democracy, tolerance, inclusiveness and equality that he represents. But as
Mandela’s struggle for freedom showed, you cannot imprison ideas and values.
The trade union movement has a long history of standing shoulder to shoulder with
oppressed peoples in their struggles for freedom and equality, just as we have stood
with our brothers and sisters in South Africa, Palestine, Colombia and many others,
we now stand shoulder to shoulder with the Kurds and all those fighting for a better
future in Turkey and the wider Middle East. The ideas and thoughts of Abdullah
Öcalan have inspired and given courage to many brave men and women who have
been at the forefront of the fight against ISIS in Syria and against tyranny in Turkey
and the wider Middle East region. It is time that the injustice of his imprisonment and
total isolation are ended and that Mr Öcalan be allowed to help build the peace and
new society that is so desperately needed.

Simon Dubbins is director of International UNITE the Union - the largest trade
union in the UK with 1.4 million members, Member of the Executive Committee
of the European Trade Union Confederation and Co-Chair of the Freedom for
Öcalan Campaign
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James Kelman, writer of novels, short stories, plays and political essays. He is a cofounder and patron of Peace in Kurdistan since 1994.
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Thomas Jeffrey Miley

FREEDOM POEMS FOR ÖCALAN
Instead of a Foreword
The vultures circle in the sky,
While the soil bleeds oil.
Resistance is life.
The Kurdish people, up in arms,
Inspired by the courage of their convictions,
Possessed by a heroic will to struggle.
Resistance is life.
Always ready to jump through the fire
Always already up against the forces of death and destruction,
Raining down heavy metal, iron maiden, Armageddon.
Resistance is life.
A prophet sequestered, but never silenced,
Chained to the rock of Imrali.
Resistance is life.
A whisper transformed into a chant,
Perchance a poem,
A (wo)manifesto, for a democratic civilization.
Resistance is life.

Dr. Thomas Jeffrey Miley is a Lecturer of Political Sociology at the University of
Cambridge. He is a member of the executive board of the European Union Turkey
Civic Commission (EUTCC) and is a patron of Peace in Kurdistan. His scholarship
focuses on comparative nationalisms, religion and politics, and empirical democratic
theory. He has published broadly on the dynamics of nationalist conflict and
accommodation in Spain and, increasingly, in Turkey. He is co-editor, with Federico
Venturini, of Your Freedom and Mine: Abdullah Öcalan and the Kurdish Question in
Erdogan's Turkey (Montreal: Black Rose Books, 2018). He is currently working on a
project on struggles for self-determination in the twenty-first century.
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Matt Sedillo

FREE ÖCALAN
Rolling tanks
Lines in the sand
Prison island
Alliances of death
The high command
of maps
Jump through the fire
Life is resistance
There is life in the mountain
The soil bleeds oil
Neath the empire of sky
Kingdoms of drones
Beasts of war
Roads of genocide
States of denial
The tyranny of capital
Treaties of great power
At the crossroads
of continents
of cannons
of imperialisms
of the power to name
This is the heroic journey
Of whisper
that grew into a fire
A Kurd in Mesopotamia
A worker in Turkey
A socialist of the 21st century
A prisoner of terror
Disturb the peace of empire
Make war on everyday genocide
There is life in struggle
Free Öcalan
Free Rojava
There is life in the mountain
Jump through the fire

Matt Sedillo Born in El Sereno, California in 1981, Matt writes from the vantage
point of a second generation Chicano born in an era of diminishing opportunities
and a crumbling economy. His writing - a fearless, challenging and at times even
confrontational blend of humour, history and political theory - is a reflection of those
realities. The poetry of Matt Sedillo is in turn a shot in the arm of pure revolutionary
adrenaline and at others a sobering call for the fundamental restructuring of society
in the interest of people not profits. Passionate, analytical, humorous and above all
sincere, a revolutionary poet fortunate enough to be living in interesting times, the
artistry of Matt Sedillo is a clarion call for all those who know a new world is not
only possible but inevitable.He is the current literary director at the dA center for the
arts in Pomona California.
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Rahila Gupta

THE EYE OF THE REVOLUTION
When waiting has no end,
When time does not bend
Your nights and days into a shape
That you can hold
Close for comfort.
When the blue of the only patch of sky you can see
Becomes a burning, blinding, burnished gold marquee A fierce sun
That scorches you inside and out,
When you seek fresh air
To blow through the staleness
Of your six square metres cell
Your lungs hungry for air.
When the overhead bulb denies you
The company of your shadow playing peekaboo.
When there is no mirror
To produce a friendly reflection
Do you lose a sense of self?
Do the guards provide a human touch?
When there is no divide between night and day between waking and sleeping between
inner and outer silence when your ears reach out for sounds just beyond this sentence
and yours unpunctuated time spooling out to loopback back like a noose which
subdues mood and hope and life loses meaning and sense the divide being created by
walls walls locks lock everywhere a separation that erases all other boundaries.
All this we must imagine.
Like life after death, there are no reporters.
When your words which lit a movement
Are no longer being sneaked out.
When you stop talking to catch a sharp intake of breath,
Is somebody there, listening?
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Yes, yes, the answer is
Yes
Carried to you on that sun-scorched air.
Yes, I can drop
The anchor that will moor you to the world.
It has not been for nothing.
The women are ululating.
The men are dancing.
The sand is settling.
There are people laying down their lives,
Moving to that same still point that you inhabit.
Your stillness is the focus of ceaseless motion outside.
The mind cannot hold what the storm unfolds
Elsewhere.
This stillness too is part of the movement.
Know that you are
The still centre
Still the centre
Still the mind
Still
The eye of the revolution.
Rahila Gupta
© 2019
Rahila Gupta is a freelance journalist, writer, activist and longstanding member
of Southall Black Sisters and a patron of Peace in Kurdistan. Her books include: a
collection of essays she edited, From Homebreakers to Jailbreakers: Southall Black
Sisters published in 2003; Provoked, the story of a battered woman who killed her
violent husband and she co-wrote the screenplay of the film which was released
in 2007; Enslaved, on immigration controls, was published in 2007. Her play, a
monologue in verse, Don’t Wake Me: The Ballad of Nihal Armstrong, (published
2012) ran in London, Edinburgh, New York, and four cities in India between
2012-14 and was nominated for a number of awards. Her articles are published in
the Guardian, New Humanist, New Internationalist and openDemocracy among
other magazines, journals and websites. She and Beatrix Campbell are collaborating
on a book, Why Doesn’t Patriarchy Die? which will investigate how patriarchy fits
with diverse political systems. She visited Rojava, Northern Syria in March 2016 as
part of the research for the book. Her poem, the Rubáiyát of Rojava, was recently
performed at the Institute of Contemporary Arts.
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Aonghas MacNeacail

Radha D’Souza

ÖCALAN

HIM AND HER

though you are surrounded
by a solid stone rampart,
and though you see no blue sky
and though you hear no voice of friendship

The mountain stands rock solid.
Unmoving. Unflinching. Unblinking.
From a hairline crevice
A silver drop dribbles – drip, drip, drip.

and though you are, in the wider world,
a living ghost for your oppressors,
you are unseen and unheard
but your cause is a fertile forest

The mountain looks down, stares.
Grimly. Fiercely. Severely.
The driblet, streamlet – an unstoppable torrent
Rushes, gushes, swirls, smashes.

where your story is a narrative
among branches, twigs and buds,
that is spreading, despite
the oppressors wish to crush it

The mountain stands rock solid.
Invincible. Indestructible. Inflexible.
The torrent, silver ripples on moonlit nights, holds
Upright, waterlilies, wheat, winter trees.

you are no ghost but your people’s spirit,
free despite every chain
they would wish round your heart
as you rise like the dove of freedom

Come qayamat, the mountain stands upright
Headstrong. No wrong, song or mah-jong.
The torrent, a shimmering, voluptuous silver bend,
Gurgles, whirls, darts away to eternity.

Aonghas MacNeacail, born 1942, on the Isle Skye, born 1942. Native Gael for whom
school was entirely English-medium (Gaelic taught as second language, at secondary
level). Gaelic poetry has taken him from Japan to Vancouver (venues including
the UN Building and the Capitol in Rome). Has written song lyrics, libretti and
drama scripts. Also writes happily in English, occasionally in Scots. Journalism and
broadcasting helped feed the family.

Radha D’Souza is a social justice activist, barrister, scholar, writer, critic and
columnist from India who currently teaches law in the University of Westminster in
London. She has participated in the Imrali delegation for the freedom of Abdullah
Öcalan and other Kurdish initiatives like Network for Alternative Quest, Peace in
Kurdistan and Women Weaving Together. Radha works with Indian democratic rights
movements and Peace in India.
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Felix Padel

LIKE THE BIRDS WE BE
These hellish walls that imprison me here, alone,
Of cement or mental anguish,
Hold thousands more tormented humans too,
Souls Yearning to Be Free.
Pretty parrot in a cage,
Chicken, caged, witnessing
Humans shouting, bargaining before me,
Over my inexorable fate, consumption,
The chop. In front of my eyes,
How many of my comrades› necks
Have been wrung, wretchedly butchered beings.
Pretty parrot, is either of us free to be?
And human friends, how free are you this day?
In Kurdistan, Baluchistan, Adivasistan....
Cities, schools, border gates, refugee processing centres of insanity...
Posh offices, intelligence agency directorates...?
Is the spymaster freer really than the jailbirds?
The corporate manager than his peasant-slave employees?
Or even deeper jailed than us by his own desires, his own
Non-sane status money-crunch rat-race imperatives?
When we choose to be free, what is the steel of the bars we must break?
From our hellish cages of mental slavery, terror, competing ego-trips
Fly Free like the Birds we Be
Felix Padel is a writer-activist-anthropologist, who has lived many years in India,
focusing on human rights, especially of tribal people, and environmental justice. Born
in London, 1955, he did his doctorate in anthropology in Oxford, after studying
ancient history, and an M.Phil in sociology at the Delhi School of Economics.
His three books so far are “Sacrificing People: Invasions of a Tribal Landscape”
(1995/2010), “Out of This Earth: East India Adivasis and the Aluminium Cartel”
(with S.Das 2010); “Ecology, Economy - Quest for a Socially Informed Connection”
(with A. Dandekay & J.Unni, 2013). He is also a musician and has a home in Wales
where he has planted a forest, and has supported the Kurdish quest for democratic
civilisation and the Freedom for Öcalan Campaign over many years.
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Orsola Casagrande

NESRIN
We sit on the floor of the tent, far away
on your secret mountain,
the keşif * flying over us, ceaselessly, constantly,
their fearful and monotonous music “If the sound comes from the right” - you said – “you know it is a keşif.
If it comes from the left… well, if you hear it at all, you are lucky...
because it means you are still alive.”
You know now the noise
only comes
after these killer planes
have already dropped
their charge of death.

Nesrin,
few were the words needed for us to connect.
This trust does not need to be earned
nor fed...
Here it is.
Trust is the promise of this gift you will give me …
Your beautiful smile. Your soft voice.
From your bag you take a notebook,
and a second, and a third…
You handed them to me…
Small, round, handwriting
closely knitted words…
“Shall I read you something?” you asked.

We sit on the floor of your tent,
hours...
more hours...
day turns into night,
then the hours turn into days.

You read…
Images form in my mind
drawn deep into your words
my heart sinking to the sound of your voice
where I sit listening
...Death.

That same ceaseless sound
overhead,
the crackling of the radio below,
short messages making sure
we are all ok,
confirming coordinates....
waiting,
waiting for the vigilante keşif
to pass over
to fly over some other tents,
for when the keşif flies away,
you have just enough time to go and grab some çay**.

The death of two friends,
where I sit...
Death.
Only a few weeks before.
Death.
I sit...
I shake,
I am sitting where
the youngest of them all
sat…

We talk.
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Your voice like a sweet lullaby,
still tells of dismembered bodies…
of blood…

I can hear their laughter,
as if they were alive
I can feel their tears in my eyes…

Death.
Here where I am sitting.

You read on and on.

And you,
you are here because you heard the sound,
the sound of this death-carrying Turkish warplane…
Now is a time for words.
Your words will make
these many young men and women
immortal.

I listen...
How my heart fills with
this most precious of treasures…
Life…
Lives taken away too early…
Life lived for freedom,
Kurdistan’s freedom
Öcalan’s freedom
Everybody’s freedom…

They asked you:
please write our story,
not an obituary,
please write
so there is a celebration of life
among the wreckage of death…

“I never read this to anyone”,
you said, shyly…
“Shall I go on?”
More images take shape in my mind…
I see the snow here, 20 below zero:
you had decided to stage a play,
to defeat the cold…
Guerrillas turned actors…
You were six.

here, despite all this dying,
is the memory, the witness,
of friends, of feelings,
of fears, smiles, beliefs,
of doubts,
of freedom...

Four now fallen as martyrs to these years…
And you write about them,
Lives taken away too early…
Life lived for freedom,
Kurdistan’s freedom
Öcalan’s freedom
Everybody’s freedom…

Now you pass all this on to me…
I know them now,
I know the colour of their eyes,
the length of their hair,
how they smile,
what they like to eat,
how shy they are to dance…
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Nesrin, my friend,
how you read,
and I listen,
how your words fill my heart…
Your name is the name
of a flower of Kurdistan,***
a flower with four petals,
the four parts of Kurdistan.
How you fought in Kobanê.
Fought and liberated Kobanê.
The scars of those battles
written in your heart
not just on your skin…
You read, and read...
I feel my heart growing…
How you make your friends now immortal,
If only I could make you immortal…

*

Turkish reconnaissance war planes. Turkey has for a long time been carrying out
airstrikes against Kurdish “targets” in South Kurdistan (Iraqi Kurdistan) and
northern Syria.
** tea
*** Nesrin is a Kurdish flower

Orsola Casagrande was born in Venice. A militant journalist with the Italian paper
Il manifesto, a communist daily, for twenty years. She has lived in Belfast, London,
Barcelona and Havana. She has been campaigning with and for the Kurdish people
since 1990.
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Greta Sykes

ASTRI FROM THE KURDISH WOMEN’S BATTALION
IN KOBANI
I’m ready. I’m sad. I’m angry. With no more tears,
just one thought on my mind:
I shall protect my family, my homeland,
the earth belongs to us, not to the IS fascists.
Before our life was different.
A plot of land was ours, sweet tomatoes, cucumbers,
our shaggy goats free roaming,
their milk and cheese so white and gleaming,
the chickens pecked in grass and gravel,
their clucking the softest sound of peace.
I’m ready. I’m sad, I’m angry. With no more tears,
just one thought on my mind:
I shall protect my family, my homeland,
the earth belongs to us, not to the IS fascists.
At dusk we drank our tea outside the hut.
The trees are silhouetted against the fading colours,
The reds and blues and greens.
I smell the cool of night approaching,
When form and colour of cattle, plants and huts
fade into one, like an embrace,
I stand and melt into their shadows
before I join my family around the fire.

Such peace was ours.
Now we huddle and fear for our lives.
My mother cries, holding my younger brothers,
Their eyes are wide with terror. She won’t let them go.
Father was killed. The IS brutes had murdered him.
Neighbours found his body without his head.
I cannot tell her. I cannot tell myself.
I’m ready. I’m sad. I’m angry. With no more tears,
just one thought on my mind, one tool is in my hands,
my Kalashnikov: I shall defend my family, my homeland,
the earth belongs to us, not to the IS fascists.
The peace is gone, the goats and chickens with our hopes have died.
Now we have only determination,
to defend ourselves against these bandits
who want to rob our women’s rights, our freedom and education.
Armed with the latest weapons
they glare at us, thinking women cannot kill them.
Thinking we are just dirt and cheap.
He walks into my gun.
I shoot and kill him.
No virgin waits for him.
Today might be my last day, covered in dynamite,
I carry my Kalashnikov to battle,
If they get close, I shall explode myself and they shall die with me.
There is no paradise for them.

I’m ready. I’m sad. I’m angry. With no more tears,
just one thought on my mind:
I shall protect my family, my homeland,
the earth belongs to us, not to the IS fascists.
Greta Sykes is a German-English poet and author. Her first book is called ‘Under
Charred Skies’ and focuses on life in the Weimar Republic. Other written work
includes many anthologies of poems and a recent volume of poems also published in
2016 called ‘The shipping news’. She is a member of Romantic Novelists Association
and London Voices Poetry group, as well as Exiled Writers Ink. Her academic work in
psychology includes essays, translations from and into German and being the editor
of international news in psychology publications. Titles of the most recent ones are
‘Secular ecstasies and revolutionary women poets in 1917’ and ’Powerful women in
12th century Early Renaissance Sicily’.
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Julie Ward

Maxine Peake

IN ROJAVA, MAY 2018

HUNGER/STRIKE

I saw clearly in two generations of women
The liberation of female thought
Learnt from Apo
Directly and indirectly
Those who knew him in person
Tutored those who came later
Not subservience to age-old patriarchy
But self-knowledge in a supported sisterhood
Luminous threads drew us together
We sat on plastic chairs
Crowded into a tiny room
In Kobane where women had changed everything
From the hilltop martyrdom
To the growing of herbs and flowers
In bombed out neighbourhoods
We brought forget-me-knots
In memory of the fallen

Up to day 60 fat and protein is burnt.
After day 60 muscle is attacked
The outcome is agonising pain,
The internal organs begin to fail.
Weakness, low blood pressure.
Sallow skin and sunken eyes.

Julie Ward is a poet turned politician. Prior to being elected as a Labour MEP for the
north west of England in 2014 she ran an artists’ co-operative. Julie is a patron of Peace
in Kurdistan and has participated in twinning projects with HDP MP Leyla Birlik and
the feminist Kurdish artist and journalist Zehra Dogan. In February 2017 she led the
Imrali delegation, and in May 2018 she led a women’s peace mission to Rojava.

Maxine Peake is an actor and playwright. She is also the Vice-President of The Marx
Memorial Library and Trustee of the Working-Class Movement Library. Maxine has
recently returned from Turkey with an international peace delegation organised by the
International Initiative - Freedom for Öcalan - Peace in Kurdistan. She with the other
delegation members met Leyla Guven on day 98 of her hunger strike.
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Humanity and truth burns bright,
To stop Freedom from sustained attack
The desired outcome is lasting peace
Then eternal hatred will begin to fail
In Weakness the tyrants will shed their skin,
Scales fall like tears from their eyes.
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Sarah Glynn

ON LEAVING THE KURDISH HUNGER STRIKERS
IN STRASBOURG
(2 of the hunger strikers, Gulustan and Kardo)

His portrait looks down from a thousand walls
But this moustached uncle is no Stalin
His philosophy inspires deepest democracy and freedom
He gives us that Kurdish smile

Their bellies are empty, but their hearts are full.
As the kilogrammes fall away, so the morale keeps building,
And the smiles – can we ever forget those smiles?

For twenty years he has led the call for peace
Ready for the time when Turkey will respond with sincerity
He holds the key to the Kurdish question
But Turkey still guards the lock

Eleven men and three women putting their lives on the line
And for each one, nine others happy to be in their place
An ultimate act of will that throws down a challenge of vulnerability
What power is so strong that it can overthrow the most basic instinct for survival?

I fly home to humdrum reality
And the enormity of what I have seen only gets harder to comprehend
But those fourteen men and women have revived my belief in humanity

‘We starve because we love life’ – they tell us
We risk our own lives so our children can enjoy theirs
They are here for Öcalan, far away in a Turkish jail
Öcalan, who must be freed
But for now, a simple demand –

Revolutionaries are not just figures in flickering black and white
They are struggling in Turkish prisons and Rojava villages
And in a non-descript community centre among the nineteenth century apartment
blocks of Strasbourg
Amsterdam Airport, 26 January 2019

To make Turkey follow their own constitution and end his isolation
A simple demand, but no-one listens
They protest, and no one hears
They march and no one sees
They lobby and no one cares
So the world’s indifference has brought them to this
How many must die for the world to take notice?
Sarah Glynn lives in Scotland and is a committee member of Scottish Solidarity with
Kurdistan. She has worked as an architect and as an academic, and has published
extensively on lower income housing and on immigrant political mobilisation. She
has played a central role in the establishment and running of the Scottish Unemployed
Workers’ Network, and also in local housing campaigns, and is an active campaigner
for Palestinian rights. She has been inspired by the Kurdish struggle since learning
about the revolutionary changes in Rojava.

And Öcalan?
What man can inspire such devotion?
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Penny Dimond

Séamas Carraher

THE SPIRIT OF FREEDOM

NOVEMBER IN NORTHERN KURDISTAN

I salute you on your birthday Abdullah Öcalan
Your commitment and belief
In your isolation your thoughts at least
can fly the flag of freedom
You are the beacon of hope in all Kurdish hearts
You inspire the individual to give of their best
To reach upwards
To fight on
To fight for change
To fight for Freedom

“We are the elected representatives of the people. We represent not our selves, but the
masses of voters who elected us. Right now, I stand before you as a deputy, a member
of the Parliament with immunity. It is not possible for me to allow the identity I
represent and the will of my people to be insulted.”

Freedom for Abdullah Öcalan!

Penelope Dimond is an actress, writer and a co-founder of the New Factory of the
Eccentric Actor which is dedicated to producing events inspired by revolutionary
history. All their performances are free. The company is tremendously inspired by
the Kurdish struggle and is committed to raising awareness among as many people as
possible with their special events.
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The Co-chairs and Deputies of the HDP who were detained in a large-scale operation
last night, made a joint statement at Court.
Friday, November 4, 2016 1:00 PM – NEWS DESK – ANF
When the people’s deputies were arrested
in Diyarbakir and Ankara,
when Demirtaş, Aydoğan, Pir and Aris were arrested
when the deputy from Hakkâri, Selma Irmak,
the deputy from Mardin, Gülser Yildirim
when the Peoples’ Democratic Party deputies
were arrested
there were protests in Kobanî
(in the Federation of Northern Syria) – Rojava!
There were protests in Italy and Poland,
when HDP Co-chair and Van deputy, Figen Yüksekdağ
when HDP Co-chair and Amed deputy, Selahattin Demirtaş
were arrested
there were protests
in Naples and France,
in Brussels, in Oslo, in Denmark and Helsinki, Finland.
When the people’s deputies were arrested in Amed, in Sardin, in Ardana
when Amed MP Ziya Pir, Amed MP İmam Taşçier, Ankara MP Sirri Süreyya Önder,
Şirnak MP Ferhat Encü were arrested,
when HDP Group Deputy Chair İdris Baluken was detained in Ankara,
there were protests in Stavanger, Norway…
When the people’s deputies were arrested and beaten
there should have been protests, peaceful protests,
noisy, peaceful protests
in Recep Tayyip Erdoğan’s garden
in his front yard and in his kitchen
(please try not disturb his wife and children!)
in his hallway and in all the rooms of his house…
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When the people’s deputies were arrested and beaten
when Democratic Regions’ Party Co-chair Sebahat Tuncel
was arrested and silenced in front of Diyarbakir Courthouse
(“We will win with resistance”, she chanted)
there should have been protests in his office, his garden shed,
his bathroom (just to get the message, just to get the news across:
the Kurdish people want to live in peace and justice)…
When the people protested in Istanbul’s Sisli district
and the police fired shots,
when HDP Group Deputy Chair, İdris Baluken was arrested,
(İdris Baluken from Şirnak)
and MP Leyla Birlik from Amed, all arrested,
there were protests in Linz and Bielefeld, in Austria
in Sweden,
in Berlin and Moscow
in Paris and Cologne
all the people marched
all the people raised their voices
all the people made noise.
In Istanbul and Amed
in Cizre and Sardin
in Şişli
they let the people know,
in Diyarbakir Courthouse the Deputies spoke:
“I refuse to be a walk-on extra in the judiciary show launched
because Erdoğan with all his dubious political past ordered so.
I will not answer any questions you ask, and I have no faith that
any act of judgment will be just.
Even me being brought here is unlawful.”
In Diyarbakir they let the world know:
“we will continue…”
When Leyla Birlik and Nursel Aydoğan were
sent to Sincan Prison in Ankara,
when HDP Deputy Abdullah Zeydan was arrested
when Ferhat Encü was sent to prison in Kocaeli,
when all this shit was going on
the Kurdistan Communities Union (KCK) said:
“This is where words end, all should rise up everywhere.”
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When HDP MP Leyla Birlik was beaten in detention,
when the deputies were thrown into army helicopters
when the lawyers were beaten by the police outside the courthouse
DBP Co-chair Sebahat Tuncel and DTK Co-chair Leyla Güven said:
“Words have become obsolete. Today is the day to resist.
Today is the day to scream against fascism on every street.”
When the deputies’ offices were blockaded by police
when the bomb went off in Diyarbakir:
“ …today is the day to resist. Today is the day to protect our future.”
When the people were called on to “raise their voice against fascism”
when all the telephone lines were cut, the screens went dead
the voices silenced,
when the democratic will of more than 6 million people was ignored
when the deputies in court said:
“ …whether we are in the parliament or in prison, you won’t be able to stop us from
defending our ideology and fighting for these causes….”
then and only then
when all this has happened, when all this unfolds
then, and now,
President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan,
you should go hang
your head
in shame…
November 5 – 6, 2016.

Séamas Carraher is a working-class poet and writer born on the southside of
Dublin, Ireland. He has worked in many jobs to pay the rent as well as being a
human rights activist for over 30 years in the struggle against poverty and injustice.
He writes regularly for Global Rights (www.globalrights.info), where many of his
articles and poems can be found, as well as on twitter, @wretchedearth2 and on his
own blog http://seamascarraher.blogspot.com/. Carraher has been writing extensively
about Rojava and Kurdistan in the past three years and he has dedicated more than
one poetic work to the Kurds.
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David Morgan

FREEDOM IN CONFINEMENT
Snatched away and silenced
Still far from an empty vessel
Remains filled brimful with hopes and dreams of a people
The common folk whose cries went too long unheard
Stretching over many a century passed
More than barbarism their shared history
Scarred by hatred and malice
Death piled upon death
Touching a mountain of corpses
In the collective memory bank
Eternally in his debt
Resources in abundance
Replenished the hardy stock
Generation after generation
Generated the big notion
The beauty of being alive
Held firmly in his grasp
The palm of his hand
Contains all humankind
A potion that’s fit to heal
Our sick and ugly world
Rendering it beautiful
As it innately is
If only we would see
Just as we all could see
Were we only to open our eyes
Untainted by the tears
That are stained with blood
True vision is soothing words
The dawn of hope his life’s mission
Ideas thrive by their constant transmission

David Morgan is a journalist, historical researcher, polemicist who occasionally
writes the odd poem. He is a long-standing member of the Peace in Kurdistan steering
committee.
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Doug Nicholls

THE MOMENT

ARTIST

If we took up the struggle, more or less,
Only on the infallibly favourable chance of success,
History would be very easy to make.
More often failure is at stake.

Gone in a flash were the arm in arm couple,
full of tales, laughing their way home last night,
and the lad I saw this morning on the
hillside steep, whistling into the wind,
hand-holding his two young brothers carefully down.
Now gash of war, quick, staked heads,
lewd carnage and the fox-hole sniper’s ear splitting seconds
cracking into prams, bring time to an end.
Sheltering in cathedral vaults
an apprentice mason comes to finish peace.
One palm crease
will release
her vibrant dove in
radiating lines of love
A swift flick of his knife
will give
the prig of olive
everlasting life.
All he has learnt hangs on two small cuts.
One slip could chisel violence.
Diplomatic swing, then mallet lands,
the stone bursts into bliss,
steel edge and love line kiss.
His skill was not to hit a point, but miss,
his action brisk
and sure, with no concession, no sense of risk.
The dove brings olive to the boys, couples and soldiers
time and time again, but never to the apprentice,
who lets her loose and carves a bird of prey.

There’s danger in seizing the right moments,
Uncertainty accompanies that certain sense
That we must advance, sure of what our intention represents,
But never quite knowing the consequence.

Doug Nicholls, General Secretary, General Federation of Trade Unions. He has
written widely on trade unions, working class history, the European Union, youth
and community work. In the literary field his Collected Poems, “Speaking Tools”,
were published in 2005, and he produced he first book length study of the novels of
William Ash “Class Writer”, in 2006. He is currently editing the latest collection of
Dave Rogers’ songs of Banner Theatre. He produced as a fundraiser for the Freedom
for Öcalan Campaign, “Lugalbanda” (Lover of the seed) a new version of a 5,000
year old poem which illuminates our times and speaks out afresh.
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Jan Woolf

FREEDOM
- can be trite - to write.
This Freedom Business
(for business it can be)
Then there are the philosophers’
“Freedom to,
Freedom from.”
And the hijack of the word, of course.
Neo-Liberals are free to do what they want,
But then so are hyenas.
We find rich mobs
Starting political Freedom Parties.
Don’t they love the word.
Doesn’t it glisten like the gold they spin?
A comedian, once gagged
‘Freedom is a locked bathroom.’
It made me laugh,
Set me thinking.
But I can’t imagine how it is.
To be locked in a cell of brick and mortar
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A cell is a unit of space.
Of our bodies too,
You’ll have found find that inside place
You’ll know, but not in so many words
That it’s between the cellular structures
That love and devotion reside.
The spirit if you like,
As an invisible thread joins a string of pearls
That no thief or jailor can find.
I imagine that every thing you do, is done well;
Making your bed, eating whatever food they give you
(which you graciously thank them for)
Eaten slowly, and with attention.
That you find beauty in a smudge of mould
On the wall,
The mote of sunlight coming through the bars.
In your writing!
You may even have found happiness
(Or however you think of God)
In a symmetrical pile of dust, or the dip
Of a swallow’s wing as it flies West.
A free creature, knowing it.
But you know it too – as you resource these things.
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Yashar Ismailoglu
The full self can be alone, and yet part of the world.
To love well is to know that power sits
In the present – and nowhere else.
You know your nature,
Freer than your captors ever can; theirs or yours.
So is anyone isolated?
Yes, in crowds.
The mesh of unhappy people who rarely look inwards.
You’ll value life like few others
For life it is – of the mind, spirit and body.
Like the three notes that make a musical chord,
In simultaneity,
In equilibrium.
Get them in harmony and you’re free
In the truth of the body –
Heart, brain, gut.
For in Freedom – the word becomes flesh
(For political prisoners everywhere.)

PERSIST TO RESIST
When we are fiercely pinned down as sometimes will
When our struggle we took seems all flood fill
When the morale are low and betrayal high
And you want to celebrate but you have to cry
It’s when things seem worst that you must persist to resist.
You have to believe that your struggle will pay
When isolation behind walls pressing you down
Be quite if you must, but persist to resist
Even when you have no tongue to talk
It’s when things seem worst that you must persist to resist.
Our struggle is extraordinary with its persistence
As every believer learns more and more of your stands
We became plenty because of your persistence
In every time the enemy believes we have no ground to stand
It’s when things seem worst that you must persist to resist.
I won’t give up because my Nationhood is slow
We know that we will be there just another hoe
Persistence to resist is our motto to follow
And I feel, how close we are, to our destination
So stick to persist to the fight when we are hardest hit
It’s when things seem worst that you must persist to resist.
17 February 2019

Jan Woolf is a maverick*. Choosing the form to fit an idea, she has no career to
speak of as playwright, novelist or short story writer. Yet her 4th play The Man
With the Gold is being prepared for a run in 2020; the previous three produced at
the Hackney Empire and Royal Court respectively. Her short story collection
Fugues on a Funny Bone was published in 2010 and she is working on her first
novel Hannibal and the Masked Girl, about a painter planning a citizen’s arrest
of Tony Blair at Tate Modern. A varied working life as teacher, events producer,
political activist, film classifier, editor and publisher has informed her work. Like
Dorothy Parker, Jan ‘hates writing, but loves having written.’ She is currently writer
in residence at the Marx Memorial Library and is regularly published on line with
International Times and Culture Matters.
* Maverick – a rancher who doesn’t brand their cattle.
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Yashar Ismailoglu is a leading Turkish Cypriot human rights activist and member
of the Turkish/Kurdish and Cypriot community organisations and a Community
builder. He has been involved establishing and running more than eight community
organisations including Turkish Cypriot Community Association, Hackney Cypriot
Association, Halkevi-Kurdish and Turkish Community Centre, Alevi Cultural Centre,
Turkish Cypriot Artist Platform, Turkish Community Radio. He has published 33
books and recently started researching the Cyprus Pass and Present History which
will be 7 volumes. 11 of his published books are free-style Turkish/English poetry.
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Gacheke Gachihi

TO COMRADE ÖCALAN: OUR STRUGGLE FOR
HUMANITY IS CONNECTED
Today is 15 Feb 2019, gathered with courage and hope here in Nairobi in the soil that
Comrade Öcalan you were betrayed.
Today is 20 Years Anniversary since that Betrayal comrade in the Land of Mau Mau
and Dedan Kimathi.
Today Comrade Öcalan the leader of PKK We remember you and send our
Comradely Solidarity ..
To You comrade a Political Prisoner, and fighter for Social justice and Democratic
Confederalism
Today Comrade Öcalan we raise our voice in this Outpost of Imperialism Called
Kenya, in Demand of your release, With our Banner and your Smiling Signature of
revolutionary hope and Ecological justice...We have started our March in Demand for
the Free Öcalan Campaign.
Today We remember you as our freedom fighter
Today we remind those who betrayed you in Nairobi that we Have not forgotten you
Comrade Öcalan
Today is 20th Anniversary since that brutal kidnap in Nairobi, The Youth of Kenya
have not forgotten you Comrade Öcalan
Today the oppressed youth of Mathare, with no Clothe to wear Walking Barefoot,
Carrying your banner in Collective struggle “Your Freedom and Mine” Our Struggle
is Connected with Struggle for liberation of the Kurdish People.
Long live struggle of Kurdish People
Long live struggle for ecological justice
Freedom for Öcalan

Gacheke Gachihi is the Co-ordinator of Mathare Social Justice Centre and member
of the Social Justice Centre Working Group. He has also been involved in building
grassroots social justice movement in Kenya and international solidarity.
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Jihad Hami

ABDULLAH ÖCALAN

REFUGEE

Chained in İmralı physically
His ideas smash the prison’s walls determinedly
Reading, resisting, reading, and resisting patiently

Naked kings and Unmasked Gods
burnt my home
forced me to cross the sea close to Him
taking a refuge towards the ungrateful Son (Europe)
for the South Mother
I carried my soul and his Free Ideas
For they were a torch lighting my path
Hope, Resistance, Determination
his Free Ideas taught me

The fascist prison is too fragile
to confine his Free Ideas
For they know no limits
His followers catch his Free Ideas firmly
With them fighting fascisms empoweringly
Singing and dancing on his Free Ideas passionately
Firmness MUST not be Dogmatism
Free Ideas are anti Dogmatism
anti-Statism
anti-Partyism
anti-Ism
Free Ideas are for:
Truth
Love
Free Life
Power for the Peoples
Truth
Is
Love
Love
Is
Free
Life
Long live Öcalan

Jihad Hami is a Kurdish-Syrian refugee. He studied English literature but
due to war, he could not finish his studies. He writes about the Kurdish
question in Syria and Turkey. He has been in Germany for 3 years.
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Darnell Stephen Summers

CONDEMNED
Condemned
to life
in a
dark, deep hole,
no light
to be seen.
living a nightmare
still holding on to
a dream.
cannons thunder
breaking
the still
of the night,
though the outcome
is uncertain
there’s
no alternative
but to fight.
a world
drowned
in chaos
cannot be
our final destiny.
A single purpose
burns deep
in the heart.
„no fear of the future“
is the battle cry.
the only way out
is to struggle
to be free

Darnell Stephen Summers was born and raised in Detroit, Michigan. He enlisted
in the U.S. Army in 1966 and served stateside, also in Germany and Vietnam, and
soon became an ardent anti-war spokesman and political activist. He was a founding
member of the Malcolm X Cultural Center, a member of the Black Workers’ Congress
and also associated with the Black Panther Party. In 1968, Darnell was targeted
by the infamous COINTELPRO and arrested in Vietnam, accused of killing a
Michigan State Red Squad Police Detective while on leave back in Michigan before
his deployment to Viet Nam. He has lived in Berlin and has been an anti-war activist
internationally for several decades now, and has been instrumental in organizing the
Stop the War Brigade in Germany.
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Estella Schmid

TOWARDS FREEDOM
Crawling in blood
She stretches her hands
Do you wait
To lay flowers
On her grass covered tombstone.
Still she breathes
With anger at her foe
Let us move
Surging tidal waves
Hold her hands
Crush the clouds
That conceal the sun

Estella Schmid is a political activist. Since the mid 1980s she has been active in
campaigns in solidarity with the Kurdish people’s struggle for self-determination and
worked in cooperation with the Kurdish freedom movement. She is a Co-Founder of
the Peace in Kurdistan Campaign (1994) and the Campaign Against Criminalising
Communities (CAMPACC, 2001). She was also a co-founder of the first Kurdish
solidarity campaign in the UK, the Kurdistan Solidarity Committee in 1989 and the
Kurdistan Information Centre 1991; her other initiatives have included the Ilisu Dam
Campaign (1997) and the Refugee Project (2003). Estella studied philosophy, history
and theatre at the university in Vienna. She has worked as a director, producer and
playwright with theatre companies in Vienna, Munich, Berlin, Dusseldorf, New York
and London. She has lived in London since 1974.
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PEACE IN KURDISTAN
CAMPAIGN FOR A POLITICAL SOLUTION OF THE KURDISH QUESTION
WWW.PEACEINKURDISTANCAMPAIGN.COM

